"An"me皿s each person should take c 紅e of面s/her own

be public). Keeping one's lot is an."
Ko (to恥public) me皿s to eq叫ize ineq叫ity. When. there
are some unequal and unfair situations, the duty of a

respo謳ibility. Ko 皿dan 紅e in opposi且on wi呻証s dynamic.
Ko is to be public,we sho血血nk of all people as eq叫，皿d

government officer is to equalize the 口nair situation for叫
people.

an meas血， as a private person each person has a直ferent 皿d
unique perso叫ity 皿d each person 紐k.es c紅 e of different

An is to keep one's lot. Each pe『 son has different
responsibility depending on their occupation in the society.

呻gs.

Each profession such as Emperor,皿直sters,high-class officers,

I often use the example of a血皿：出is is one hand 皿d eacb.
h皿d has five fingers. Thi.s one entity c皿 be called on.e訟md

low-class officers,merchants,fa皿ers,teachers,doctors etc.

皿d

also a collection of five fingers. When we think血s is a

血s its own. lot. Each person証s different perso皿且ty,capability
叫occupation. Each of us is 皿ique 皿de皿110ゆe replaceable
wi由皿yone else.

collection of five fingers each finger is independent 皿d has a
different shape 皿d f皿ction. The thumb has its own shape
皿d f皿ction. A little finger has its own shape 皿d its own

Ko is eq叫ity of everything and an refers to 皿iqueness or

function. We c皿ot exc向ge. 丘chfmger証s i.ts own叫que
way of being. And yet,as one h皿d,all five fingers function

p両叫arity of each 皿d every thing.
Gosha says, "Koan refers to the Shoboge:nzo itself."

together 皿d出ere's no sep紅ation. This is really "one" h皿d.

Shoboge皿o is the tme-曲.an:na-eye-treasury that has been

Wee皿 see this as only one h皿d 皿d叫so as a collection. of

transmitted from the Buddha t紅ough ancestors in each

five fingers. Not only a h皿d but each one of us is the same.

generation. Shoboge皿o is ano由er 皿me of 由e true re血y of

We畑ve both sides of叫vers叫ty皿dindivid皿恥. And 由ese

all beings (shoho-jisso).
According to出e Gosho,山e word ko皿 expresses the reality
of our own lives. That is,we叩由e intersection of equality

are not 罰o sep紅ate aspects. Each side is absolute. One .h皿d

(univers叫ity, unity, oneness of 叫l beings) and inequality

call血s five fmgers,one hand is且dden. In Genjokoan,Dogen

(difference, uniqueness, particularity, individuality).
Emp血ess includes bo由 u血y 皿d difference.
Every晒gin由e world has differences; nothing is actu叫y
eq叫. Also,in society 由ere 紅e m皿ykin如f discrimination,

Zen.ji express由is,、'When one side is illuminated 皿other side
is d 紅k." T比s whole universe is one universe, there's no
sep紅ation within. it. And yet, when we see it from 皿other
aspect,this universe is a collection of billions of different,

i.nequ.ahties,叫血si.tuations. To eq呻ze such ineq叫ty is

unique and individual beings. Nothing can be the same;

to be public. ''Public"is山e opposition of private. As a private
person, each person i.s different. For e揺.mple a person who

everything血s its own position in partic直紅time 皿d space.
Each 皿d everything is completely independent. And yet,血s

has a public positio11 has to tlrink all people 紅e eq叫. That's

whole world,whole universe 皿d all. time-from be臣m血gkss

the me血ng of''to be public". A public officer should血皿

begim血g to endless end-is just one. Dogen Zenji said in

how wee皿叫l become eq皿1.

Bendowa, 、'Even if o叫y one person sits for a short time,

is 100% one lh皿d. Five fingers 紅e 100% five fingers. Wb.en
we call this one h皿d直ere 紅e no five fingers. And when we
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because this zazen is one with all existence and completely
permeates all time, it performs everlasting buddha guidance

literature or Buddhist philosophy.

In the case of Dogen, however, to see one reality from two
sides is not enough. We should express both sides in one action.
For example, in the Heart Sutra two sides are expressed as

within the inexhaustible dharma world in the past,present,and
future." We cannot separate. It's really only one time and one
space.

、'form is emptiness and emptiness is form." But, Dogen Zenji
said in Shobogenza Makahannya-haramitsu,、'Form is form.

There are two ways of viewing this one reality: One is to

see things as a whole,the other is to see things as independent.
These two ways of seeing things are really important in

Emptiness is emptiness." When we say form is emptiness and
emptiness is form, there is still separation of form and

understanding Mahayana Buddhist philosophy. In Mahayana

emptiness. If form is really emptiness and emptiness is really
form,we can only say form is form and emptiness is emptiness.

Buddhist philosophy the two aspects of this one reality of our
life is called''the two truths", one is absolute truth and another
is conventional truth.

When we say form, emptiness is already there. And when we
say emptiness, form is already there. If we understand this
basic point we can understand the first three sentences
(paragraphs) of Genjokoan.

For example, in the Heart Sutra emptiness is considered to
be absolute truth, there's no separation; there's no eyes, no

ear, no hand, no nose, no tongue, no anything because this
reality is just working as one; emptiness. Yet,from the other

When we study and practice according to Dogen Zenji's

teachings, it's important not only to understand with our

side, each has form; eyes are eyes, nose is nose, tongue is

intellect those two aspects; actually we should aim at actlm1i ring

are not me. Even when you eat delicious food my stomach is

important and yet difficult thing. For example,Dogen Zenji

individual people. And yet,as a whole, we are living the same

cooking, each action is a personal action. We have 100%
responsibility in how we work and the result of our work. Each

tongue; this person, Shohaku is Shohaku; I'm not you and you

these two different sides within one action. That's a really

not filled or vice versa. So we are completely different

wrote Instructions for the tenzo (cook). As a person who is

life; as living beings,we are interconnected completely together
with all beings. This whole universe is just one thing, as five
fingers are just one hand.

person must receive the result of one's own karma.
Yet this personal practice also has a function within the

and byodo (equality). Everything is different and independent

、This is my practice. I just do whatever I want to do". This is

In Zen this reality is called sabetsu (distinction, inequality)

community. It's not only a personal action, we cannot say

my personal practice and yet this is also part of the practice of
the whole community. There is a certain way and a certain
time food should be ready. The food cooked by the tenzo
nurtures all the people's practice.

on the one side, and everything is equal and interconnected on
the other side. To see one reality from those two sides is the

basic view point of Mahayana Buddhism including Zen.
As a form, everything is different. Everything has different

The actua1 action in the kitchen is the person's own and yet

form and yet those forms are empty; empty means no
discrimination and separation. And yet this emptiness is form.
We see one reality as an intersection or merging of equality

this one person's action has influence on the whole community.
As a person who lives with this body and mind we have to aim

and uniqueness.

at how we can m皿ifest or actua1ize those two aspects of our

lives. One is 、 'this is my own practice,no one can do my practice

In Chinese Zen literature, such as the Sandokai (Merging of

side is light. When it's bright outside we can see things and
different forms, different colors, different names and different
functions; when it's completely dark all beings are there but

for me" and yet this practice is really not for me,but this practice,
or work, is for the whole community. We have to think how
we can serve the whole community in the best way, and yet we
should do it as our own personal action with our own
responsibility. We are completely independent persons and
yet we are 100% part of the community. How can we actualize
both sides within one action? That is the really basic point of

These are two aspects of one reality.
This is the basic way we see reality in Buddhism and Zen.
It's important to understand this point to understand any Zen

independence and individuality. However when we only think

difference and unity) composed by Zen master Sekito Kisen,
says these two sides are called difference and unity. This

difference and unity should merge. In Sandokai, Sekito
expresses this side of oneness or unity as dark, and the other

our lives. Not only for human beings but particularly for human
beings, because we think we are independent beings.
Particularly in modern society we put emphasis on

we cannot distinguish them. As a whole, it's one darkness.
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My understanding of the title 'Genjo-koan"
is genjo (reality

of ourselves as independent persons without considering others,
we cannot live together with others.

actually and presently taking place) is koan (absolute truth and

For example in traditional Japanese society, family or

also a question from reality to us). And koan is nothing other

communities, as well as schools or companies, are more

than genjo (things actually happening in front of our eyes).

important than the individual persons. Countries are more

We have to answer the question from reality through our each

important than the people. I think that is one extreme. That is

and every action as practice.

called wholism. I think that it is really unhealthy. But if we
only see our independence, and think ''I can do whatever I

Eiheiji International Department

want to do", we become really isolated and egoistic. These
two are sicknesses caused by a misguided view of reality. We

Rev. Jikisai Minami
Eiheiji International Division

are actually living as independent, unique persons, and yet we
are living as a part of the whole community. When we cling

There are two categories of international activities atEiheiji.

to only one aspect and put emphasis we become sick; either

One is the reception of visitors from various foreign countries.

way, through wholism or through individualism. Actually both

Another is to send priests to visit foreign countries.

sides should be there. It is the most healthy way when we are

We have three kinds of visitors. "Sanzen" is for the people

living together and yet each person is independent. We have

who want to experience the same practice as training monks,

to live together, and in order to live together we have to, in a

usually for a two-night three-day stay. "Sanro" is for the people

sense, put aside our uniqueness, otherwise we have to always

who want to practice Zen with a modified schedule for one

fight against other people. I think the most important teaching

night two-day stay. Third is giving a special guided tour for the

of Buddha is to find the middle way. We need to avoid either

temple visitors.

extreme and practice the reality as a middle way. We have to

The international Department atEiheiji is in charge of taking

create our own way because there's no certain fixed middle

care of the many guests we receive each year. Most of our guests

way. We have to see the whole situation and find the most

come in the months from May to October. The international

healthy and joyful way of life for both each one of us and for

Department keeps information on the number of guests that

the community as a whole. And we should do this with our

follow our programs. Also, there are many foreign visitors who

own responsibility. I think this is the essential point of

have their own guides, or who can speak Japanese, so the actual

Buddha's and Dogen Zenji's teachings.

number of visitors we receive each year is not clear.

In the Genjo-koan, Dogen Zenji expresses individuality as

We recommend people to visit and stay atEiheiji in the winter

"a drop of water", and universality is expressed as''moonlight",

because we don't have many visitors, so people can experience

and he said that even in a small drop of water, the moonlight is

the quieter and deeper atmosphere of a Zen monastery.

reflected. This is the reality of our life. We are individual and

Monks are also traveling from Eiheiji to visit many foreign

yet universal. The vast, boundless moonlight is reflected in us

countries. On these trips they are attending ceremonies and

like a drop of water. The point of our practice, according to

conferences, experiencing temples of different schools, and

Do gen's teaching in Genjo-koan, is how we can keep

practicing at various religious facilities.

awakening to that reality of individuality and universality

Here are some details of our monks travel activities this year;

together. Through our practice, we try to actualize one reality

* March:

which has two sides. We go to extremes when we cling to our

representatives attended the 75th anniversary of Zenshuji Soto

thinking. Thinking comes out of our experience, that is our

Mission in Los Angeles.

karma.

* August : Eiheiji sent a training monk to a Catholic monastery

Depending upon our past experiences, we have

tendency to think that this side should be important, or the

Minamizawa kannin (director) and other

in France as a part of East-West Spiritual Exchange.

other side should be more important. And we lose sight of the

Minamizawa kannin and other people attended the Religious

reality as a whole.

Summit atEnryakuji of the Tendai school on Mt. Hiei.

In our practice of zazen and also our practice in our daily

* October : Amafuji godo and two other priests attended a

lives, we awake to reality as a whole. We are free from either

meeting on "Prayer for Peace" sponsored by the Vatican.

side and find the middle path. Both sides should be really

* October : Minamizawa kannin and other people will attend

there. This is the most vivid and healthy way of life.

the Buddhist Friendly Exchange Meeting of China, Korea and
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